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ABSTRACT: By using modern machining centers with fast controls, exact drives and high speed spindles as well as by using high productive cutting materials the production time in conventional drilling of light alloys has been optimised to a large extent in the last years. Substantial reductions of the operating time can only be achieved by decreasing the ancillary times and by optimising of the complete machining operation,. In contrast to conventional drilling and reaming, circular milling allows the machining of different bore hole diameters with one single cutting tool only by adjusting the NC-program. Therefore, it is possible to machine bore hole diameters with a minimum diameter of 1.2 x tool diameter with only one single tool. Thus a higher flexibility of the production can be achieved and a number of tools can be saved. Investigations at the Institute of Production Engineering and Machine Tools, Hannover (IFW), showed that circular milling of high quality fitted bores in aluminium with modern machining centers is already possible For an economical circular milling process special milling tools must be developed. Additionally a process optimisation for these tools must be carried out. A comparison of the circular milling with the conventional process chain drilling and reaming shows which enormous potential the circular milling offers regarding the performance of the cutting process. With a realisation of this innovative manufacturing process a higher flexibility of the production can be achieved and a number of tools can be saved. KEYWORDS: Circular milling, tool development, process optimisation
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Introduction



Machine tools used in manufacturing processes e.g. in transfer-lines, as special machines etc. have been optimised for high performance in mass production. However, reduced product life cycles, smaller batch sizes due to individual, customer-specific demands and today’s fast varying customers’ needs lead to problems in modern production systems. Machining of different workpiece geometries and/or materials can only be realised by time- and cost intensive adaptations of the whole production process including the machine tool set-up. To solve these problems the development of new flexible and innovative manufacturing processes is necessary. 2



High-Speed Cutting (HSC) and High-Performance Cutting (HPC)



Compared to conventional cutting High-Speed Cutting (HSC) means the cutting with a decisively increased cutting speed and a low feed per tooth [SCH81, SCH92]. HSC offers several advantages in comparison with conventional cutting processes (see Figure 1) [TÖN 98]. The machining with increased cutting speeds leads to reduced cutting forces. The most common benefits are higher material removal rates and a higher surface quality combined with a high shape and form accuracy.



Figure 1. High-Speed Cutting



However in several cases of metal cutting applications the increase of the cutting speed does not lead to an overall benefit and the use of very high cutting speeds is not necessarily advantageous. The high-efficient machining is a technology which combines the advantages of high speed machining in finishing and high material removal rates in roughing using medium cutting speeds [TÖN99b]. Especially in roughing the rotational frequency of the main spindle is particularly important. The area in which spindles of machine tools for high speed machining supply maximum power which can be used for the cutting process is limited. Because of this fact the rotational speeds which can be chosen during roughing are restricted. Additionally it must be considered that high cutting speeds cause time-consuming run-up phases of the spindle to reach the high rotational frequencies for the cutting operation. High-Performance Cutting as well as High-Speed Cutting to a large extent depends on the material to be machined [TÖN99b]. Figure 2 shows the cutting speed and spindle power ranges of HPC and HSC.



Figure 2. High-Performance Cutting vs. High-Speed Cutting HSC focuses on very high cutting speeds vc and reduced feeds per tooth fz. Therefore the cutting force Fc is reduced and the achievable surface quality and form accuracy are increased. In HPC the maximum material removal rate Q’W is of main importance. In this case high cutting forces occur and a high spindle power is necessary. The realisation of HSC and HPC in industrial application offers the potential for the substitution of conventional manufacturing processes. Circular milling replacing drilling and reaming may as serve as an example.
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Technological aspects of circular milling



Workpieces are manufactured in sequences of operations (process chain). Rationalisation to improve economic efficiency and quality therefore should not only be applied to individual operations or manufacturing steps but should also aim at an overall optimum. Figure 3 shows a comparison between the drilling operation on a conventional and on a HSC machine tool. The acceleration and deceleration of the feed axes in HSCmachining can be significantly reduced. This leads to an increased length of constant feed rate and therefore to a steady drilling process over the complete bore hole length. However the machining with a five times higher acceleration and a 1.5 times higher feed leads only to a reduction of the machining time of some tenths of a second. Ancillary times including the tool change and the run up time of the spindle raise from 10 to 30 sec. This example shows that by using modern machining centers with fast controls, exact drives and high speed spindles as well as by using high productive cutting materials the production time in conventional drilling of light alloys has been optimised to a large extent in the last years. Substantial reductions of the operating times can only be achieved by decreasing the ancillary times and by optimising of the complete machining operation.



Figure 3. Conventional- vs. HSC-drilling



In conventional drilling operations only diameter-fixed tools can be used. Hence, for drilling of two different fitted bore diameters it is necessary to change four tools two for the roughing operation and another two for finishing. This results in an increase of the ancillary times. requirements circular milling process advantages
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Figure 4. Circular milling operation In contrast, the circular milling allows the machining of different bore hole diameters with one single cutter only by adjusting the NC-program [TÖN99a]. The bore hole is produced by proceeding into the workpiece on a helical course with a cutter smaller than the actual bore hole diameter. Therefore, it is possible to realise bore hole diameters with a minimum diameter of 1.2 x tool diameter with only one single tool. Thus a higher flexibility of the production can be achieved and a number of tools can be saved. More advantages of circular milling and the requirements to be met are shown in Figure 4 [WEI 97]. In investigations at the Institute of Production Engineering and Machine Tools, Hannover (IFW) the circular milling of fitted bores in aluminium is analysed. The goal of the investigation is to reach the quality of H7 for the processed bore holes. The surface roughness should not exceed Ra = 1.6 µm. Actually the bores with different diameters are manufactured by one roughing and one finishing operation. 4



Tools for the circular milling operation



For the investigations tungsten carbide end mills are developed. Figure 5 shows the optimised tools for the circular roughing and circular finishing operation.



Figure 5. Circular milling tools The end mill cutter for the circular roughing operation enables a fast proceeding into the full material. Therefore an optimised cutting geometry is necessary. In relation to the first starting-geometry of the tools an increased helix angle and enlarged chip spaces together with an improved coolant jet supply enable an optimised chip transport. Even out of deep and tight bore holes a large quantity of chips can be removed. The short length of the cutting edges results in a very high tool stiffness, in order to avoid a bending due to the cutting force. The finishing tool is also shown in Figure 5. It has a short cutting length and relatively small chip spaces (flutes) due to the small quantity of chips in finishing. This also permits a high stiffness of the tool in order to process high quality fitted bores. With these end mill cutters the machining of fitted bore holes with diameters larger than 1.2 times the tool diameter and a bore hole length up to 5 times the tool diameter can be realised. 5



Roughing operation in circular milling



The bore hole is produced by a helical interpolation of the machine tool when the end mill proceeds into the full material. Therefore the tool must allow a fast approach into the material combined with an improved chip removal. The machined bore hole quality in roughing has to meet the requirements concerning the finishing



operation. The accuracy in shape and size of the roughed bore holes should not be higher than the planned overmeasure for the finishing operation. For this application special tools are developed. These tools give an optimised chip removal. An improved coolant supply where the jet directly reaches the effective cutting zone together with an optimised tool geometry results in a sufficient chip removal for the circular roughing operation (see chapter 4). To analyse the performance of the developed tools cutting tests are carried out. It is examined, how the maximum process parameters have to be adapted for a sufficient quality of the drillings concerning the finishing operation. Two different test series are executed. In each case the smallest possible diameter (DB = 1,2 DWz) and in a second step the max. possible diameter (DB = 2 x DWz) are machined. For these two diameters the process parameters feed per tooth fz and the axial feed per spiral circulation ap* are increased for circular roughing in the full material. After the roughing operation all produced bore holes are finished with special finishing tools (see chapter 4) at constant process parameters. After the processing the diameter and form deviations are measured. Figure 6 shows the results of the form deviation measurements after roughing and finishing. The bore hole diameters are uncritical and are always in the quality H7. In circular milling the form deviation is the critical value to consider. The results of the small bore holes with a lower bore hole / tool diameter-ratio (DB = 1,2 DWz) always meet the form deviation quality H7 in spite of increased process parameters of fz = 0.4 mm and ap* = 4 mm. For processing the large bore hole diameter (DB = 2 x DWz) the quality of H7 can only be achieved with reduced process parameters of fz = 0.2 mm and ap* = 3 mm. The results of this investigations show that the roughing operation has a significant influence on the bore hole quality after finishing. This influence depends on the actual tool/bore hole diameter ratio and not just on the used cutting parameters. For low ratios the process parameters must be adapted. It must be considered that for varying tool/bore hole diameter ratios in spite of constant cutting parameters as cutting speed, axial feed motion per spiral ap* and feed per tooth different material removal rates result (see Figure 6). For low tool / bore hole diameter-ratios this lead to an increased material removal rate in spite of equal cutting parameters. As a result of the higher material removal rate the machining forces increase and lead to a bending of the tool which causes the high form deviation after the roughing and also after the finishing operation.



Figure 6. Increasing process parameter: circular roughing 6



Finishing operation in circular milling



For the finishing operation the processed bore holes in roughing should meet the finishing quality of H7. In first investigations the finishing operation shell be carried out in one circulation. Therefore the milling tool must be moved into the workpiece material and the control approximates the referenced bore diameter. The overmeasure from the roughing operation is machined in one circulation while the actual cutting length of the milling tool is equal to the bore hole depht. After the cutting operation the tool must be removed to the bore hole centre. This process strategy of finishing operation leads to two different problems. Due to the high cutting forces caused by the long actual cutting length there is a bending of the tool. A taper hole is processed and the difference between the maximal and minimal diameter is always higher than the requested diameter deviation for H7. The other problem is the first contact of the tool with the workpiece material causing a form deviation (see Figure 8) which always exceeds the admissible tolerance of H7. Different variations concerning the feed speed, the radius of the extending move and different overmeasures of the bore holes do not lead to a substantial reduction of the form deviation and the quality H7 cannot be achieved.



In a second step the investigation of the circular finishing operation has been performed with the same process strategy as for the roughing operation. The material is removed by moving the tool on a helix course. In this case the actual cutting length is reduced and corresponds to the axial feed per spiral ap*. Therefore the cutting tools are designed with a short cutting length (see Figure 7). This causes a substantial reduction of the cutting forces. In spite of the processing on a helix course the surface quality is very high (Ra ≤ 0.8 µm). Figure 7 shows the typical resulting form deviation after this kind of processing. The form deviation is significantly lower than the form deviation while processing in one circulation. The resulting deviation error depends mainly on the precision of the machine tool not on the cutting process. machining strategy
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Figure 7. Machining strategy circular finishing Figure 8 shows the typical deviation from the circular form of the bore hole manufactured by circular milling depending on the machine control system and the program strategy. Error A is the form deviation which is also seen in Figure 7. This error is caused by the quadrant change over of the machine tool axes. It depends on the fact that one axis changes its direction at this point. For a short moment this axis does not actuate and the tool is moved outward of the reference diameter. Subsequently, the correction function of the control regulates the motion of the tool in the opposite direction. This certainly causes a form deviation. In circular milling by helix interpolation this error predominantly determines the form deviation of the machined bore hole. The size of this error depends on the feed rate and on the radius of the machined helix course due to the resulting centrifugal force which has an



effect on the moving masses of the machine tool. With a reduction of the feed rate and for processing on large radii the error at the quadrant change over can be decreased to a minimum. But for circular milling the diameter of the helix course is determined by the tool/ bore hole diameter ratio. For an economical machining higher feed rates are necessary. Therefore the compensation parameters of the machine tool control must be adapted, regarding the feed rate and the radius of the circular operation.



Figure 8. Deviation from circular form depending on the machine control Error B is a peak between two NC-steps. It results from a short feed stop between two program steps. In this case the milling tool stops for a short moment at the change-over between two spirals of the helix course and leaves a small indentation in the surface of the bore hole. To avoid this error an adaptation of the program strategy is necessary to realise a smoother motion. The same effect occurs when manufacturing blind holes (Error C). It depends on the program strategy when removing the tool from the bore hole base (basis). It results also from a short feed stop and can be avoided by an adaptation of the program strategy. These points have to be considered for the program strategy in circular milling of fitted bore holes to meet the high requirements of the form deviation.
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Optimisation and determination of the process parameters for the tools in the circular milling operation



For the optimisation of the process parameters in circular finishing cutting tests were performed. Figure 9 shows the results of the investigation regarding the influence of the cutting speed in circular milling. For the roughing operation all bore holes are manufactured with the same process parameters. The finishing operation is carried out with different cutting speeds from 400 up to 900 m/min and a constant feed rate of 250 mm/min. This corresponds to a rotational frequency of the spindle from 6000 up to 18000 1/min for a ∅ 16 mm-tool. After machining the bore hole diameters and form deviations are measured in 3 different planes of each bore hole: at the beginning, in the middle and at the end of the bore hole. It is clearly visible that the bore hole diameter is becoming larger with increasing cutting speeds. On the one hand this depends on vibration effects according to higher spindle revolutions. On the other hand there is an influence of the thermal load simultaneously in the machined workpiece and the milling tool during processing. As a result of the thermal load a thermal expansion leads to a decrease of the processed bore hole diameter and an increase of the tool diameter. These two effects are supported and result in an increased bore hole diameter after processing when the workpiece is cooling down. This becomes particularly clear for the highest cutting speed of 900 m/min. The form deviations show no significant dependence of the cutting speed.



1. Figure 9. Circular milling: Influence of the cutting speed



In further cutting tests the thermal influence is investigated in particular by a comparison between manufacturing with and without coolant supply. A series of 6 bore holes is processed fast consecutively by the circular finishing operation. Constant process parameters are used for a series with a conventional coolant supply and for a series of dry machining without any coolant supply. After machining the bore holes diameter and form deviations are measured in 3 different planes of the bore hole as described above. Figure 10 shows the results of the 2 series. In both cases the diameter is enlarged from the beginning of the circular milling process to the end of the bore hole. This is caused by a thermal expansion of the workpiece and the tool material during finishing the hole when the tool is in cut. With a normal coolant supply it is not possible to avoid this diameter deviation. After every machined bore hole the tool is cooling down and for the following bore hole the tool gets in contact with cold material. This results in a lower bore hole diameter at the beginning of every new bore hole. For the machining without coolant supply the processed diameters are getting larger from bore hole 1 to bore hole 4 due to a temperature rise in the tool and the workpiece. After a certain machining time a constant bore diameter deviation is machined. The resulting diameter deviations are in the range of 4 - 6 µm. This must be considered when manufacturing high quality bores in circular machining.



Figure 11: Bore hole diameter deviation depending on coolant supply As described above the quality of the fitted bores in circular milling depends on both - on the roughing and on the finishing operation. Hence, for an optimisation of the circular milling operation it is necessary to take care of both manufacturing steps. The performance-oriented determination of the process parameters for the developed finishing and roughing tools is shown in Figure 12. Cutting tests are



carried out where a fixed bore hole diameter is manufactured with a matrix of different roughing and finishing process parameters. First the bore holes are processed in one direction of the matrix by increasing the process parameters for the roughing operation. And in the other direction by increasing the parameters for the finishing operation (see Figure 12). After manufacturing the bore holes are measured and analysed. Figure 12 shows the form deviation of the processed bore holes - the critical value to consider. The diameter deviation is always in the quality H7. The chart shows that the lowest form deviations not only corresponds to reduced process parameter. The selection of the performance-oriented process parameters has to be carried out by a comparison of the machining time and the achievable quality of the processed bore holes.



Figure 12. Performance-oriented determination of process parameter Besides the optimisation of the circular milling process an optimisation of the machine tool and control enables a faster machining with an improved accuracy. Figure 13 shows typical form deviations from processed bore holes on three comparable machine tools.



Figure 13. Machine-caused form deviation of processed bore holes Machine 1 shows problems with the error of quadrant change over •. At the x-axis the form deviation plot shows a divergence from the reference diameter to the outside on both sites of the quadrant change over. This indicates the reciprocating movement at the x-axis as positive. Possible reasons for this error are: • a slackness of the actuation of the machine tool, • a slackness of the guide ways of the machine tool that lead to a step for the reciprocating movement of the actuation. This problem can be recovered by: • removing the slackness in the guide ways, • an adaptation of the control parameters for the compensation of the reciprocating movement. At the y-axis the plot shows an unequal fault ‚ outside and inside at the quadrant change over. This indicates the reciprocating movement at the y-axis as unequal. Possible reasons for this error are: • a wrong counterweight, • a winding of the feed screw as a result of a stiffness of the guide ways. This problem can be recovered by: • deleting the reciprocating movement-compensation of the participating axis, • removing the slackness in the feed screw and the guide ways, • adjustment of the counterweight.



The x-axis of Machine 2 also shows problems with the error at the quadrant change over ƒ. On both sites there’s a movement to the inside. This indicates the reciprocating movement at the x-axis as negative. Possible reasons for this error are: • a slackness in the guide ways of the machine tool, • the value of the reciprocating movement compensated in the control is larger than the actual reciprocating movement. This problem can be recovered by: • adapting the parameters of the reciprocating movement-compensation, • removing the slackness in the feed screw and the guide ways. Additionally this machine shows an oval form of the processed bore holes (in the 45° or in the 135° - diagonal). This results either from an error of right-angled „ or from a contouring error …. The error of right-angled is present: • if x- and y-axis are not adjusted to each other in the 90° angle, • or a slackness of the guide ways causes an angle-deviation. This problem can be recovered through an adjustment of the axes and/or the guideways. If this oval form of the bore hole depends on the processing direction that means that the diagonal of the oval form changes the angle about 90° when changing the processing direction from clockwise to anticlockwise a contouring error exists. This error is caused by an incorrect co-ordination of the axes. Therefore one axis is running after another and an oval form of the bore hole results. The contouring error can be eliminate by a new compensation of the control for the two axes. Beneath an error at the quadrant change over Machine 3 shows a measuring error †. The plot shows an oval circular form with the main axis at 0° and 90°. The form depends on the direction and the feed in processing. This error can be attributed to an incorrect tuning of the measuring system. One axis moves a shorter or a longer way than the other axis. The measuring error can be removed by a correction of the spindle-lead error compensation. With this optimisation of the machine control regarding the form deviation higher feeds for processing are possible and an economical circular milling process for fitted bore holes can be realised.



The diameter tolerance indicates the width of the area where the maximum and minimum diameter of the processed fitted bore hole have to fit in (see Figure 14) in order to ensure the practical function of the fit. The tolerance is thus diameterreferred. The form accuracy is defined as the difference between the maximum and the minimum radius. In extreme cases e.g. with an oval form this deviation can occur also oppositely (see Figure 14). To ensure the required diameter tolerance the form deviation may not exceed the half of the diameter tolerance. This form deviation of the processed bore however does not occur often in circular milling. The deviations are mainly dominated by the error at the quadrant change over (Figure 14, at the bottom). This error causes only peaks which do not exceed a few micrometer and normally do not affect the function of the fit. The circular form of the hole is ensured over the major part of the circumference (periphery). For the circular milling of fitted holes it has to be considered if the definition of the form deviation as the half diameter tolerance is meaningful. Fundamental investigations should be carried out to determine the effect of this form deviation on the fatigue strength of the fits connections. Thus expensive optimisations for the error at the quadrant change over could be avoided and a manufacturing of fitted holes with more economical feed rates can be realised.



Figure 14. Form- and diameter deviations
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Comparison between Circular milling and conventional machining



Investigations carried out at the Institute of Production Engineering and Machine Tools, Hannover (IFW), show that in manufacturing of an aluminium test workpiece by circular milling the operating time could be reduced by 25% in relation to the conventionally applied process by high-speed drilling and reaming (see Figure 15). production time ancillary time total machining time
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100 % 60 40 20 0
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machining task: circular milling of fitted bores diameter 12 ≤ D ≤ 32 mm # of tools for conventional machining: 6 drills; 6 reamers # of tools for circular milling: 2 roughing mills; 1 finishing mill saving of time by using circular milling: 25% 35/26193c © IFW



Figure 15: Circular milling vs. conventional machining Within these investigations the machined test workpiece consists of six fitted bores with a demanded quality H7. In conventional machining for every bore hole diameter two tools are necessary – one for drilling and another one for the reaming operation. For the circular milling operation only three end mills are needed (two for the roughing operation, one for the finishing operation). Thus in relation to the conventional machining of this test workpiece nine tools can be saved. The reduction of the total operating time can be allocated to the substantial reduction of the ancillary times by the saving of nine tool changes (approx. 25% time saving). However the comparison of the production times of both machining strategies shows that the actual cutting process by circular milling with standard tools available on the market is still twice as time consuming as in high-speed drilling. 9



Conclusion



The investigations show that a circular milling of high quality fitted bores in aluminium with modern machining centers is already possible. For an economical



circular milling process special milling tools must be developed. Additionally a process optimisation for this tools must be carried out. This includes an optimisation of the coolant supply, the determination of suitable cutting parameters and an optimisation of the control of the machine tool. The comparison of the circular milling with the conventional process chain drilling and reaming shows, which enormous potential the circular milling offers regarding the performance of the cutting process. With a realisation of this innovative manufacturing process a higher flexibility of the production can be achieved and a number of tools can be saved. First industrial applications show that the process reliability of the circular finishing operation is much higher than the conventional reaming operation. 10 References
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